Figure S1: Visualization of Strava and LTS segments and the matching process for a small section of roadway. In A, B, E, red lines are LTS segments, blue lines are Strava segments, red ‘+’ symbols are the nodes of the LTS segments, and blue dots are the nodes of the Strava segments. A, E is the network after data preparation (applying Douglas-Peucker algorithm (Douglas & Peucker, 1973) to simplify polylines and converting polylines into multiple smaller segments), B is before. C, D demonstrate the matching process. In C, red ‘+’ symbols are the end nodes for the LTS segment being matched, the shaded blue area is the 33 metre buffer around the segment, light black dots are the Strava segment nodes, red lines are segments that failed the angle test (less than $20^\circ$ difference from the LTS segment), and blue lines failed the coverage test (overlapping the LTS segment but less than 50% inside the buffer). The yellow segment failed the final matching criteria - it matches multiple LTS segments and was assigned to another closer LTS segment. The green lines are Strava segments accepted as matches to the highlighted LTS segment. D shows the final matching after converting back to the original segment geometries.
Figure S2: Correlation plot of Strava counts and City of Toronto’s intersection counts (City of Toronto, 2022) from July 1st 2022 to Sep 30th 2022.
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